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VILLA TOEPLITZ 
S. Ambrogio, viale G. B. Vico, 46 

 

 VILLA 

 

The polish banker Joseph Toeplitz purchased in 1914 the villa, belonged to the German Eugen Hannesen. 

The renovation of the building was made by Alfred Speroni, from Varese, that had planned the original 

nucleus of the residence of the German family Frey since 1901, reached then to the Hannesens. 

Joseph Toeplitz asked to the Speroni’s family to transform the residence but, because of the war, the yard 

could be opened only in 1918. Thanks to collaboration among the architect Speroni, and the architect 

Roman Armando Brasini they were completed the attic above the first floor, the small lodge with arcs and 

the pilasters on the east side and the turret with a metal dome that allowed the observation of the stars, 

for whose realization was also consulted the professor Bianchi, manager of the astronomic observatory 

of Brera. 

The main building was concluded at the end of twenties, and the villa became a meeting point for cultural 

and artistic events organized by the landlady woman Edvige, wife of Joseph Toeplitz, passioned of 

music,art and astronomy. 

The chapel was planned from the polish architect Goraska. 

Died in 1940, the owner, passed the villa in inheritance to his first son, bornt by the first wife and, after a 

period of abandonment, it reached the family Mocchetti. 

Villa Toeplitz has been purchased in December 1972 by the Common of Varese: the park besides the 

garden includes the main villa, the chapel, the gatehouse and the dépandance. Today this last one 

entertains the Etno Archaeological Museum Castiglioni and it is also a center of representation of the 

university of the Insubria. 



 

THE PARK 

Toeplitz wanted to transform the park submitting the planning of it in 1927 to the Parisian study L. Collin. 

To. Adam & C., that foresaw a huge amplification of the ownership. 

The gardens included different separate areas among which an orchard with perish and apple trees, - 

then replaced by a prolongation of the adjacent cemetery of Sant'Ambrogio in which  were buried  the 

Toeplitz - a wood of conifers and one of chestnut trees,  playgrounds (bowls, tennis, croquet), a garden of 

flowers and a swimming pool, turned now into little pond. 

Typical of the Italian garden , besides the numerous geometric vegetable architectures, there are also an 

exedra, near the circular central fountain and a viewpoint with a balcony on the top of the hill. 

The characteristics water's falls, not contemplated at the beginning, there were added subsequently by 

commission of architect, from Varese, Rinaldo Frattini to channel the water coming from the near Martica 

Mountain. 

The games of water flow for a monumental staircase with falls in porfido, interposed by mosaic fountains 

and grey marble of Carrara. Their oriental aspect is owed above all to the wife of Joseph Toeplitz, Edvige 

Mrozowska, that during her numerous trips in the East, particularly in India and in Kashmir, fell in love 

with Moghul’s architecture and with the magnificent gardens of the emperor mongolo Babur. Always to 

the passion of Edwige we owe the presence of numerous exotic essences, above all conifers. 
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